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Abstract

This work challenges the assumption that tonal downstep is a juncture feature in Yoruba by pro-
viding data, both from everyday conversation and from classical Yoruba dictionaries, which
prove that the phenomenon is part of the lexical composition of many Yoruba words. It is
further argued that the derivational path of some of the words having downstep has already
been lost. It is also reported that the Assimilated Low Tone phenomenon, which is an indication
that the delinked Low tone triggering downstep is still active in the phonology, is currently being
lost in many dialects, which is giving way to more classical-like downstep in the language. Cross-
dialectal evidence from Oyo, Ibadan, Onko, and Ijebu dialects, as well as from pitch tracks are
provided to support the arguments and it is suggested that Yoruba is developing downstep via
Assimilated Low Tone, and that this process has now reached an advanced stage.
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Résumé

Ce travail remet en question l’hypothèse selon laquelle l’abaissement tonal (downstep) est un trait
de joncture en yoruba en fournissant des données, tirées tant de conversations quotidiennes que de
dictionnaires yoruba classiques, qui prouvent que le phénomène fait partie de la composition
lexicale de nombreux mots yoruba. Il est en outre avancé que le chemin de dérivation de certains
des mots ayant l’abaissement tonal a déjà été perdu. Il est également rapporté que le phénomène de
Ton Bas Assimilé, qui est une indication que le ton Bas perdu qui déclenche l’abaissement tonal
est toujours actif dans la phonologie, est actuellement en perte de vitesse dans de nombreux
dialectes, ce qui cède la place à un abaissement tonal plus classique dans la langue. Des
preuves transdialectales issues des dialectes oyo, ibadan, onko et ijebu ainsi que des tracés de
F0 sont fournies pour étayer les arguments et il est suggéré que le yoruba développe l’abaissement
tonal via le Ton Bas Assimilé, et que ce processus a maintenant atteint un stade avancé.

Mots clés: yoruba, abaissement tonal, ton bas assimilé, lexique, contours tonals

1. INTRODUCTION

Yoruba is a West Benue-Congo language with the largest concentration of its speak-
ers in South-Western Nigeria. It has three tones, namely, High (H), Mid (M), and
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Low (L), plus downdrift and downstep. The phonology of Yoruba has been extensively
studied (See for instance Oyelaran 1971, Akinlabi 1985, among others). Although the
tone system has also enjoyed some scholarship (Hombert 1977, Courtenay 1968, La
Velle 1974, Connell and Ladd 1990, Laniran 1992, Bakare 1995, Laniran and
Clement 2003, etc.), the nature of the downstep in the language remains unclear.1

Downstep (DS) is a tonal phenomenon whereby a “H tone is realized at a lower
pitch than a preceding H tone without any apparent conditioning factor” (Connell
and Ladd 1990). It is however noteworthy that non-high tones can also be downstepped
(Armstrong 1968, Elugbe 1985, Connell 2001, Adeniyi and Elugbe 2018). It has been
shown that in Yoruba, DS affects the M and H, but to different degrees (Courtenay
1968, Connell and Ladd 1990: 6, Adeniyi 2009). The lowering effect of downstepped
Mid (DSM) is clearly seen, while downstepped High (DSH) appears as a rising tone,
which does not rise as high as a normal H.2 Since this form of DSH also triggers ter-
racing, it is regarded as a case of DS3 (See Adeniyi 2009, 2013).

Downstep in Yoruba is highly restricted; it occurs only after H. Specifically, DS
only arises in Yoruba in H#L-H or H#L-M sequences where vowels bearing H and
L form a sequence across word boundaries (#). In the event that the vowel sequence
gets reduced through the elision of one of the vowels or through coalescence, it is L
that gets delinked and the tone following the delinked L becomes downstepped if it
is either M or H. This is because the delinked L continues to exist in the phonology
and the DS is the evidence of this fact. This is illustrated in examples (1a–b) below.

(1) Environment for DS realisation in Yoruba

1List of abbreviations: 1PL: first person plural: 1SG: first person singular: 3PL: third person
plural: ADV: adverb: ALT: assimilated low tone: ASP: aspect: CMS: Church Missionary
Society: DS: downstep: DSH: downstepped high tone: DSM: downstepped mid tone: EMPH:
emphatic: F0: fundamental frequency: FOC: focus: H: high tone: L: low tone: M: mid tone:
N: noun: NOM: nominaliser: PST: past: Q: question marker: SY: Standard Yoruba: V: verb.

2What is regarded as downstepped H here is regarded as Assimilated Low Tone in some
Yoruba literature. The connection between DS and Assimilated Low Tone is discussed in
Section 5.

3Terracing is best illustrated with two-tone languages as a tonal situation whereby a down-
stepped H sets a ceiling for following tones such that no tone rises above it, and this register
shift can be repeated within tone phrases. In other words, terracing refers to repeated occur-
rence of downstep (or any other downtrend phenomenon), and it has been shown to affect
any tone (Clements 1979: 537; Yussuf 2008; Adeniyi 2013, 2015; Adeniyi and Elugbe 2018).
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Although it is possible to have any of the other eight tonal combinations of H#H,
H#M, M#H, M#M, M#L, L#H, L#M, and L#L across word boundaries in Yoruba,
none of these satisfies the structural condition for DS.4

Lexicalisation is a “process whereby concepts are encoded in the words of a lan-
guage” (O’Grady et al. 2011: 637). Beyond this, Hilpert (2019) asserts that lexicali-
sation transcends mere word formation, to include “a range of processes that follow
the coinage of a new element”. This is where downstep fits into the lexicalisation pro-
cesses in Yoruba. Words that are diachronically derived and containing non-decom-
posable DS have become parts of the basic Yoruba lexicon and are listed in Yoruba
dictionaries. This is what is meant by lexicalisation of DS in this article.

The objective of this article is to show that DS is not just a synchronic reflection
of a phonetic process in Yoruba; it has a far-reaching diachronic effect as well. It will
therefore be shown that it is no longer the case that all utterances containing DS can
be decomposed, and that there are many instances indicating its entrenchment in the
Yoruba lexicon as well as its progress in this regard. By this it is meant that DS is no
longer limited to phrases in Yoruba; it is now frequently attested inside lexical items.

The remainder of this article is organised as follows; section 2 outlines the
methods of data collection and analysis, while the data is presented in two separate
categories (lexicalised and lexicalising) in section 3. In section 4 the basic M and
H in Yoruba are compared with lexicalised and lexicalising downstepped M
(DSM) and downstepped H (DSH) respectively. The relation between DS,
Assimilated low tone (ALT), and contour levelling are discussed in section 5, and
the work is concluded in section 6.

2. METHODOLOGY

Data for this work were sourced in three different ways; first, lexical entries containing
DS in the Yoruba dictionaries by the Church Missionary Society (1913) and Abraham
(1958) were extracted. All the entries found were provisionally classified as containing
lexicalised DS, or at least at an advanced stage of lexicalisation. This categorisation was
based on the author’s intuition as a native speaker of Yoruba and confirmatory percep-
tion of DS in observed utterances produced by native speakers in the course of the
research. Secondly, derived words containing DS were gathered from daily conversa-
tions in the Yoruba speech community and on Yoruba-based radio programmes over a
period of six months; and thirdly, personal names containing DS were gathered.

Selected data items so gathered were inserted within carrier phrases such that the
identified words occurred sentence-medially and finally (See Appendix). It was also
ensured that the words were not preceded by low tone in those phrases, to eliminate
the effect of intonational downdrift. It was further ensured that, as much as possible,

4In L#M and M#L sequences, it is the M that is deleted. L#L does not result in DS (its
output is the downdrifting of a non-L following it), and since H does not occur on noun pre-
fixes, the other combinations L#H, M#H and H#H do not occur in the environment that triggers
vowel/tonal deletion. Bamgbose (1990) provides a comprehensive exposition of tonal hierarch-
ies in Yoruba.
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the words were not preceded by voiceless consonants in the carrier phrases. This is
mainly to avoid a situation where there would be voiceless consonant-induced tone
raising in one utterance and lowering in another, thereby yielding conflicting
signals. Hombert (1977) conducted an experiment to determine the perturbatory
effects of the voicing of prevocalic stops on tone in Yoruba, using /k/ and /g/, and
reports that “a shorter part of the vowel” is perturbed by either of voiced or voiceless
stops (Hombert 1977: 178, 1978). However, with Hombert citing Hombert and
Ladefoged (1976) and Meyers (1976) to prove that velar stops have “a more important
perturbatory effect” on fundamental frequency (F0), one is left to suspect that the per-
turbatory effects of non-velar consonants will be less obvious. That is exactly what was
seen in the data used for the present study–the depressing effects of the voiced conso-
nants used were minimal and had no telling effect on the interpretation of the pitch
curves. In contrast, DS-specific studies have shown that voiceless consonants exert a
neutralizing effect on DS (Adeniyi 2015; Adeniyi and Elugbe 2018). The carrier
phrases were then presented to competent speakers of the language who were required
to render them in Yoruba. This was done with 21 speakers (15 male and 6 female)
drawn from five dialects namely, Ibadan (4), Ijebu (4), Ilorin (4), Onko (4), and Oyo
(5), with overall average age being 56 Years. Recordings were done using the Zoom
Hn1 digital audio recorder to facilitate pitch tracking, by which the possible terracing
effect of DS could be ascertained. The recorded utterances were then acoustically exam-
ined for tone lowering and terracing, which are the most basic features of DS.

The main pitch tracks are from the Oyo dialect. After each point has been made
based on the Oyo dialect, comparative pitch tracks comprising different dialects are
presented as supporting evidence of DS lexicalisation. The comparative pitch tracks
were generated by measuring F0 at definite points along its curve (four equidistant
points for level tones, and six for contour and pre-DS tones). The F0 readings
were then transferred to Excel spreadsheets, from which the comparative F0s were
generated. It should also be noted that each pitch track represents the speech of
one representative speaker; this is possible because speakers of each of the dialects
studied show consistently similar pitch patterns.

Pitch lowering of at least 10 Hz is regarded as significant in this study. It has been
shown that in three-tone languages, a lowering of 10 Hz is usually perceivable by
native speakers and is thus convenient as a benchmark for DS lowering (Adeniyi 2015).

3. DATA

In this section, data on DS in Yoruba are presented in two groups. First, lexical items
whose derivational histories are lost are presented, followed by lexical items having
available synchronic derivation patterns.

3.1 Lexicalised forms

There exist in Yoruba lexical items containing non-decomposable DS. By non-
decomposable, it is meant that the items contain DS but that none of them can be
readily broken down into the component words. In addition, these items have
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defined entries in Yoruba dictionaries. Items listed in examples (2a–d) are in this cat-
egory; (2a–b) are names of vegetables that are traditional to Yorubaland, but the input
words to those names can no longer be retrieved (either linguistically or by the native
speakers).5 Examples (2c–d) are apparently verb phrases that have undergone nom-
inalisation in the language. This means the initial ì- in both words is a nominalizer.
But beyond that, the components of the remainder (kéꜜde for 2c and díꜜje for 2d) do
not lend themselves to straightforward synchronic decomposition. The fact that these
derived items have entries in published Yoruba dictionaries and that competent
speakers can no longer recover the input words is evidence of lexicalisation.

(2) (a) ewúꜜro ‘bitter leaf’

(b) gúꜜre ‘water leaf’

(c) ìkéꜜde ‘announcement’

(d) ìdíꜜje ‘contest’

A pitch track of the item in example (2a) is presented in Figure 1. Notice that the
DSM occurring word-finally is 19.2 Hz lower than the M occurring word-initially.
This acoustically clear case of lowering confirms the perceptual impression of DS
in these utterances. It should be noted that although data from the Oyo dialect has
been used to demonstrate DS in these utterances, the phenomenon is attested
across the other dialects of Yoruba.

The question may be asked as to whether the pitch lowering in the items in (2a–d)
is capable of triggering terracing. The pitch track (of a representative speaker of the
Oyo dialect) in Figure 2 answers this question. Notice, first, that in Figure 2, the word
gúꜜre ‘water leaf’ is inserted in a longer sequence ewé gúꜜre ni mo já ‘It is water leaf
that I cut’ where the DSM on ꜜre is both preceded and followed by mid tones such
that we can easily compare the F0 of DSM with those Ms preceding and following.
Notice also that the F0 on ꜜre is 10.3 Hz lower than the utterance-initial M, and that
the two Ms following the DSM are even lower. The terracing also reflects on the H:
the final H (coming after a DSM) in the utterance is more than 20 Hz lower than the
one preceding the DS. It should be noted further that the utterance ewé gúꜜre ni mo já
‘It is water leaf that I cut’ contains no low tone, which eliminates the chance of attrib-
uting the attested lowering to intonational downdrift.6 Besides, declination, which is
the other form of lowering that can be seen in utterances, is usually gradual; whereas
the point of lowering in Figure 2 is sudden, suggesting that it is also not declination.7

Specifically, Connell and Ladd (1990) conducted an experiment to test the nature of

5Ogunwale (2016) notes that many personal names in Yoruba can no longer be decom-
posed because their inputs have become archaic and consequently dropped out of use.

6Specifically, it is only L that triggers downdrift, while only floating L triggers DS in
Yoruba (Connell and Ladd 1990: 6). Laniran and Clements (2003) report that non-low tones
(M and H) do not trigger these processes in Yoruba.

7A further reason for ruling declination out is that “downstep is localized at specific junctures
and is usually conditioned by the tonal, lexical, morphological, and/or syntactic structure …
whereas declination is not conditioned by other tones or by lexical or grammatical features”
(Laniran and Clements 2003: 204).
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Figure 1: pitch track of ewúꜜro ‘bitter leaf’
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Figure 2: Pitch track of ewé gúꜜre ni mo já ‘It is water leaf that I cut’ showing terracing
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declination in Yoruba and report that the rate is very low, especially “in the all-H and
all-M sentences” (Connell and Ladd 1990: 10–11). Consequently, the progressive
lowering and terracing seen in Figure 2 can only be said to result from DS. This
further corroborates the finding that the DS attested in non-decomposable lexical
items in Yoruba still exhibits the basic characteristics of classical DS.

3.2 Forms in the process of lexicalisation

The Yoruba lexicon contains many derived words that have synchronically decom-
posable DS. Examples (3–6) contain samples of these. The derivation of each of
the words in examples (3a–f) involves the fusion of different lexical items plus the
addition of nominal morphemes. Examples (4a–d) contain verb phrases functioning
as verbs, (5a–c) are numerals, (6a) contains a combination of two nouns while (6b)
contains adjective plus noun. Unlike the case with examples (2a–d), each of the
examples in (3–6) is shown to be decomposable, as the presented derivations show.

(3) (a) Orí ì sun → oríꜜsun
Head NOM ooze ‘source’

(b) O ní ọ̀run → Ọlọ́ꜜrun8

NOM own heaven ‘God’

(c) Ojú ì bọ → ojúꜜbọ
Eye/spot NOM sacrifice ‘shrine’

(d) O ní ògo → olóꜜgo
NOM own glory ‘glorious’

(e) O ní ẹ̀dá → ẹlẹ́ꜜdá
NOM own creation ‘creator’

(f) A mú ìkún → amúꜜkún
NOM take thigh ‘lame person’

(4) (a) Tọ́ ìka → tọ́ꜜka
straight finger ‘point’

(b) Ní àti → láꜜti
have intention ‘to’

(c) Rín ẹ̀rín → ré ̣ꜜrín
Laugh laughter ‘laugh’

(d) Lá àlá → láꜜlá
Dream (v) dream (n) ‘dream’

8The word ní contains an underlyingly nasal vowel, but the nasality is not marked in the
orthography since the immediately preceding consonant is nasal. However, once the nasal
vowel gets elided, as we have here, the preceding nasal consonant undergoes de-nasalization
and becomes [l]. This explains the n∼l alternation here as well as in examples (3d–e) and (4b).
For a fuller account of denasalisation in Yoruba, the reader is referred to Akinlabi and Oyebade
(1987) and Akinlabi (2003).
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(5) (a) Ogún è ̣rin → ọgọ́ꜜrin9

Twenty four ‘eighty’

(b) Ogún ẹ̀ta → ọgọ́ꜜta
twenty three ‘sixty’

(c) Ẹ̀wá dín ní ọgọ́ꜜrin → àádọ́ꜜrin10

ten less from eighty ‘seventy’

(6) (a) Abọ́ ìdí → abọ́ꜜdí
Plate bottom ‘bottom part (meat)’

(b) Bí èyí → báꜜyí
As/like this ‘like this, now’

Acoustic evidence of DS lowering in two of these words is seen in Figures 3 and
4. In Figure 3, it is possible to compare DSM with M occurring earlier in the word,
and this comparison shows a lowering of 17.6 Hz. Likewise, Figure 4 contains a
H-DSH sequence, and the DSH is 36.4 Hz lower that the preceding H. Again,
these sample words are from the Oyo dialect, but they represent what obtains in
other dialects studied in this work.

4. COMPARING BASIC TONES WITH DOWNSTEP IN LEXICALISED AND

LEXICALISING WORDS

Figure 5 presents a comparative picture of decomposable DSM, non-decomposable
DSM and basic M in the same tonal environment. This is done by inserting three
words, olóꜜgo ‘glorious’, ewúꜜro ‘bitter leaf’ and ológe ‘fashionable’ within the
same carrier phrase. The derivation of ológe where a medial M is deleted in an M-
H-M-M sequence to arrive at M-H-M with no lowering effect is shown in example
(7); whereas the derivation of olóꜜgo ‘glorious’ is in (3d) and that of ewúꜜro has
been lost. Notice that for ológe (black arrow), there is no significant difference
between the height of the pitch on the initial o and ge. But for olóꜜgo, the M on
ꜜgo, which is downstepped, is significantly lower than the initial M (on o). The sig-
nificant lowering is also clear in the M on ꜜro in ewúꜜro compared to the initial M
(on e). The terracing effect of these instances of DSM in olóꜜgo and ewúꜜro compared
with ológe is then seen in the sequence of successive Ms that follow the DSM in each
case. Notice that there are four Ms following the DSM in each case, and each of the
Ms is restricted within the range of the DSM (not realised above it). But in the case of
ológe without DSM, the heights of all the Ms are quite similar. This shows that
whereas DSM in both decomposable and non-decomposable words creates terracing
effects, the basic M does not have such effect in similar contexts.

9Yoruba has a vowel coalescence process by which vowels concatenated across word
boundaries merge to yield an entirely different vowel. This is the case in examples (5a–b)
and (6b).

10This word may not quite be synchronically decomposable. This is because, although the
input words are recoverable, the derivation track has become synchronically lost. It is listed
here only because the inputs are recoverable.
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Figure 3: Pitch track of ojúꜜbọ ‘shrine’
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Figure 4: Pitch track of láꜜlá ‘dream (v)’
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(7) o ní oge → ológe
NOM own/have fashion ‘fashionable’

The terracing of DSH is more clearly seen than DSM due to the degree of low-
ering involved. Figure 6 contains a minimal pair distinguishable only by DSH. Notice
that whereas the H-H sequence in lálá (lá ‘lick’ ilá ‘okra’) ‘lick okra’ contains similar
height throughout the entire utterance, the sequence in láꜜlá ‘dream’ presents a
picture of significant lowering on the second syllable of láꜜlá, which is then followed
by a sequence of Hs that are significantly lower than the initial H. Although it may
appear as if successive Hs after the DSH are higher than it, they are all within the
same range and are all significantly lower than the normal H level.

Figure 5: Terracing effect of decomposable and non-decomposable DSM, compared
with steady height of basic Ms

Figure 6: Basic H compared with DSH lowering and its terracing effect in Standard
Yoruba (SY)
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5. DOWNSTEP, ASSIMILATED LOW TONE, AND CONTOUR TONE LEVELLING

Yoruba has been reported to have a tonal phenomenon known as Assimilated Low
Tone (ALT) first discussed in Bamgbose (1967:4–7). Bamgbose (1967) argues that
the floating L in the output of utterances such as in (8a) below continues to exert
effects on following linked tones and proposed a dot (“.”) to be inserted in the pos-
ition where the L was delinked (following the elision of its host vowel). This inserted
dot, Bamgbose argues, is the ALT. The ALT is then the written indicator of the per-
ceptual distinction between (8a) and (8b). Note that the lost tone in (8b) is M, which
has been shown to not have any lowering effect.

(8) (a) ó wá ìsẹ́ ̣ → ó wá (ì)sẹ̣́ → ó wá.sẹ̣́ ‘He looked for poverty’

(b) ó wá isẹ́ ̣ → ó wá (i)sẹ̣́ → ó wásẹ́ ̣ ‘He looked for work’ (Bamgbose 1967:5)

Further works have expanded the idea of ALT to indicate that the effect of that float-
ing L is actually bi-directional (Elugbe 1995, Adeniyi 2009). The bi-directional ALT
effect is summarised in (9a–b).

(9) Bi-directional ALT effects in Yoruba

(a) A sharp fall in the pitch of preceding H tone (general effect)

(b) A rise in the pitch of following tone (only in the case of DSH)11

Specifically, Adeniyi (2009) argued that ALT is a stage in the development of DS in
Yoruba. This means that in each DS illustrated in examples (1–6) above, there is an
ALT effect where (9a) is perceived in the case of DSM and (9a–b) is perceived in
DSH. This is the peculiarity of DS in Yoruba, and it is the reason why DSH, particu-
larly, has been erroneously referred to as ALT.

However, the cross-dialectal data studied for this work show that these ALT
effects have disappeared in natural speech, leaving plain DSM and DSH.12 For
instance, Figure 7 contains cross-dialectal pitch tracks of ewúꜜro. Observe first
that in Figure 7, it is only the Ibadan dialect (black arrow) that shows a slight fall
(ALT) in the H on wú (which is the pre-DS tone), and this fall is not perceivable
in the flow of speech. Notice also that the final tone, which is DSM, is significantly
lower than the M on the initial syllable in the three dialects represented. This shows
that the DS lowering is still present, but the ALT component has disappeared in the
three dialects. Even in the Oyo dialect, which formed the input to Standard Yoruba

11It was this supposed rising H that informed the orthographic convention of the doubling
of the vowels of the affected syllables such that rather than write DSH orthographically, the
convention is to double the vowel bearing the DSH and then mark the two/doubled vowels
L-H. Consequently the output of (8a) is now written as ó wásẹ̣̀é ̣ orthographically. Following
the same convention, examples (3e–f) are written as ẹlédàá and amúkùn-ún respectively;
(4c–d) are written as rẹ́rìn-ín and lálàá respectively and (6a–b) are written as abọ́dìí and
báyìí respectively. The corollary of this convention is a wide divergence between the language
reality and its writing, since the rise is not even there in natural speech (See Joint Committee on
Education 1974).

12We are specific about natural speech because it is still possible to have ALT in slow delib-
erate speech.
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Figure 7: Comparative pitch track of ewúꜜro ‘bitter leaf’ showing lowering but no ALT
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(SY), ALT has disappeared in the flow of speech. This is indicated by the broken
lines. In SY, as shown in Figure 5, the slight, non-perceptible rise-fall contour is
seen in the pitch track of ewúꜜro ‘bitter leaf’.

The second ALT effect is a rise in the pitch of a following tone, if that tone is
H. This is essentially because H is realised as a rising tone after L;13 this implies
that even if the L is delinked before H, it is still active in the phonology, such that
its spreading effect continues to be seen on the following linked H. It was shown
in Figure 7 that the fall in the preceding H has either completely disappeared or
has lost its acuteness in the case of DSM. This pattern is also evident in Figure 8.
Notice in Figure 8, that rather than a rise, as ALT requires, DSH either falls
(which is the converse) or is relatively steady in the three utterances represented.
This is a piece of evidence that the ALT-rising effect has disappeared in natural
speech. Also, none of the three dialects represented in Figure 8 has the ALT-fall
on the pre-DSH tone. This disappearance of pre-DSH fall is also clearly seen in
the SY data in Figure 6.

The examples in Figure 8 are in word-final position, but the pattern is the same in
medial position (Figure 9). Notice in Figure 9, which is a longer utterance, that all the
four dialects realised the DSH –ꜜdá – either with a slight fall or as a level tone. The
DSH is then followed by the ceiling effect typical of terracing. This was also seen in
the example in Figure 6. This progression from ALT to full DSH is not out of place,
since it is common for phonological change to be executed in stages (Burhanuddin
et al. 2019).

It is noteworthy that the levelling of the rising tone in a DSH situation is to a
range significantly lower than H and closer to L. This is similar to what happens
in Ebira, a related three-tone West Benue-Congo language in which both DSM
and DSH are lowered to the same level within the range of L (Adeniyi 2017: 6).
Progression to this state of total DSH in Yoruba may be said to involve first tone
spreading (of L to a following H), then H-lowering (by which the rising H is consid-
erably hampered), followed by L-delinking, and finally by tone levelling.

6. CONCLUSION

This article has pursued two objectives; first, the demonstration that DS has become
an integral part of the Yoruba lexicon, and second, to show that ALT, which has long
been held as a surface indicator of floating L in Yoruba, is currently being lost. Basic
lexical items containing DS with lost derivational history, but with every expected
characteristic of DS were shown to exist in Yoruba. It was then shown that many
derived words containing DS are in the process of lexicalisation. This suggests
that in spite of the restricted distribution of this DS phenomenon, it continues to
evolve.

Since the DS phenomenon was first reported in Yoruba, reports have always
revolved around ALT being its key distinguishing characteristic. In fact, following

13It should be emphasized that the rising form of H in the instance of DSH does not rise as
high as the height of the normal H.
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Figure 8: Comparative pitch tracks of abọ́ꜜdí, ‘bottom part (meat)’ báꜜyí ‘like this, now’ and rẹ́ꜜrín ‘laugh’ showing no rise in DSH
across Oyo, Ibadan, and Ijebu dialects
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Figure 9: Comparative pitch tracks of bé ̣lé ̣ꜜdá bá gbémi ga ‘If the creator lifts me up’ showing terracing, but no rise in DSH across
Oyo, Ibadan, Onko and Ijebu dialects14

14The utterance initial tone of the Ijebu speaker was realised at the range of L. This is because the H-H of SY is realised as L-H in this environment in
Ijebu. The Ijebu speaker also uses the consonant /k/ in place of the /b/ used by the other speakers.
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Bamgbose (1967), ALT took attention from DS as scholars then focused on the
search for ALT in other related three-tone systems of West Benue-Congo (see
Hyman and Magaji 1970 and Elugbe 1995, for example). However, Adeniyi
(2009) showed that since ALT does not completely overshadow the other character-
istics of DS in Yoruba, it may be that ALT is a stage in the process of the develop-
ment of DS in the language. It has been shown here, with cross-dialectal as well as
acoustic evidence, that Yoruba is indeed developing DS via ALT, and that the devel-
opmental stage of ALT is giving way to more classical-like DS.
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APPENDIX: THE DATA

1) Ẹ ba-́mi gba ̀ owo ́ ìke ́ꜜ de ní ed̀e ̀ Yoru ̀ba ́
→ Ẹ ba ́ mi gba owo ́ ìke ́ꜜ de led́e ̀ Yoru ̀ba ́

3PL help-1SG collect money announcement in language Yoruba
‘help me collect the payment for Yoruba announcements’

2) A-rù-igba ́ lò ọgọ ́ꜜ rin ọdún ní aye ́ → Arugba ́ lo ọgọ ́ꜜ rin ọdún laýe ́
NOM-carry-calabash spend.PST eighty year.PL on earth
‘the calabash carrier lived for 80 years’
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3) Bí o-ní-ọ ̀run ba ́ gba ̀ e ̣̀be ̣̀ wa→ Bí Ọlọ́ꜜrun ba ́ gba e ̣̀be ̣̀wa
if NOM-own-heaven ADV receive petition 3PL
‘If God accepts our petitions’

4) Bí o-ní-e ̣d̀a ́ ba ́ gbe-́mi ga → Bí ẹle ̣ ́ꜜ da ́ ba ́ gbeḿi ga
if NOM-own-creation ADV lift-1SG tall/high
‘If the creator lifts me up’

5) ọmọ o-ní-o ̀go ni ọmọ eỳí o → ọmọ olo ́ꜜgo ni ọmọ ꜜyí o!
child NOM-own-glory is child this EMPH

‘This child is a glorious child!’

6) ọmọ o-ní-o ̀go ni ọmọ ìye ̣n o! → ọmọ olóꜜgo ni ọmọ ꜜye ̣n o!
child NOM-own-glory is child that EMPH

‘That child is a glorious child!’

7) Ba-́wọn ni oju ́-ì-bọ agbo ile ́ → Baẃọn ni ojúꜜbọ agbo ile ́
meet-3PL at spot-NOM-worship fold house
‘meet them at the compound shrine’

8) Ewe ́ gúꜜre ni mo ja ́ → Ewe ́ gu ́ꜜre ni mo ja ́
leaf water leaf FOC 1SG cut
‘It was gure leaf that I cut’

9) Abọ́ ìdí ni mo ra ̀ → abọ́ꜜdí ni mo ra ̀
Plate bottom FOC 1SG buy.PST
‘It’s the bottom part that I bought’

10) A-mu ́-ìkún ni-o ́ kọ́ wa ní-ọgbọ́n → amu ́ꜜku ́n ló kọ́ wa lọ́gbọ́n
NOM-take-thigh is-FOC teach 1PL have-sense
‘It was the lame person that taught us wisdom’

11) Mo gba ̀ ìdíꜜje ojooju ́mọ́ → Mo gba ̀ ìdíꜜje ojoojúmọ ́
1SG accept contest daily
‘I accept daily contest’

12) Bí eỳí ni wo ́n sẹ bí mi → Ba ́ꜜ yí ni wón sẹ bími
as his is 3PL cause.PST give birth 1SG
‘this is how I was born’

13) Se ́ isẹ ̣ ́ ọ ̀kan ni → Se ́ isẹ̣ ́ꜜ kan ni
Q job one is
‘is it one job?’

14) Ó gbe ́ ìgba ́ wa ́ ile ́ → Ó gbe ́ꜜ gba ́ waĺe ́
3SG carry garden egg come home
‘he carried garden eggs home’

15) Ó mu ́ ìwe ́ wa ́ ile ́ → Ó múꜜwe ́ waĺe ́
3SG take book come home
‘he brought a book home’

16) Ọmọ mu ́ ìwo ewu ́rẹ ́ wa ́ ile ́ → Ọmọ múꜜwo ewu ́re ̣ ́ waĺe ́
child take horn goat come home
‘the child brought a goat’s horn home’
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17) Ba ́ ọmọ ìye ̣n gbe ̣́ ilẹ ̀ → Ba ́ Ọmọꜜyẹn gbe ̣́ ilẹ ̀
help child that dig ground
‘help that child to dig’

18) A rí ọ̀ga ́ wa ní-aǹa ́ → A rọ ́ꜜga ́ wa la ́ꜜ na ́
1PL see.PST master 1PL on-yesterday
‘we saw our master yesterday’

19) A-mu ́-ìkún gbe ́ ọ̀ga ́ wa ní-aǹa ́ → Amu ́ꜜku ́n gbọ́ꜜga ́ wa la ́ꜜ na ́
NOM-take-thigh carry master 1PL on-yesterday
‘the lame person carried our master yesterday’

20) Bí ọg̀a ́ wa ba ́ mú-ìwe ́ wa ́ ní-òní → Bọ́ꜜga ́ wa ba ́ múꜜwe ́ wa ́ lóꜜní
if master 1PL ADV take-book come on-today
‘If our master brings a book today’

21) Bí mo ba ́ mu ́ ìwo ewu ́re ̣-́ìyẹn lọ ibi ìdíꜜje
→ Bí mo ba ́ mu ́ꜜwo ewu ́rẹ ́ꜜ yẹn lọ ibi ìdíꜜje

if 1SG ADV take horn goat-that go place contest
‘If I take that goat’s horn to the competition’

22) Orí-ì-sun → oríꜜsun
head-NOM-ooze
‘Source (of the river)’

23) Ọmọ ìye ̣n ń-rín-e ̣r̀ín ní-ibi ìdíꜜje → Ọmọꜜye ̣n ńre ̣́ꜜrín níbi ìdíꜜje
child that PROG-laugh-laughter at-place contest
‘that child is laughing at the venue of the competition’

24) Ade ́ la ́ al̀a ́ ẹẁa ́ dín ní ọgu ́n er̀in ní-ale ̣ ́ aǹa ́
→ Ade ́ la ́ꜜ la ́ aàd́ọ́ꜜrin laĺẹ ́ aǹa ́

Ade dream.PST dream ten less from twenty four at-night yesterday
‘Ade had seventy dreams last night’

25) Ọta ọgu ́n e ̣t̀a ni Ade ́ ra ̀ → Ọta ọgọ ́ꜜta ni Ade ́ ra ̀
bullet.PL twenty three FOC Ade buy.PST
‘it was sixty bullets that Ade bought’

26) Irin ọgu ́n ẹr̀in ni Oyin ge ́ → Irin ọgọ ́ꜜrin ni Oyin ge ́
iron rod.PL twenty four FOC Oyin cut.PST
‘it was eighty iron rods that Oyin cut’

27) Igi ewúꜜro ni ọmọ-ìye ̣n ń-gu ̀n → Igi ewu ́ꜜro ni ọmọꜜye ̣n ńgu ̀n
tree bitter leaf FOC child-that ASP-climb
‘It is a bitter leaf tree that that child is climbing’
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